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Who wants to be 
normal?



Luxe Elevators® is a modern luxury elevator

company, the only one born and certified in

Luxembourg, providing service throughout

the world.

We specialize in creating exclusive and

different elevators so that they become

another element of their owners' lifestyle.

Sergio de Carvalho
Founder y CEO



we're different

because we are
innovative



“Creativity is thinking of new ideas.

To innovate is to do new things.

Theodore Levitt



to surprise

is our motto



At Luxe Elevators® we are pleased to design elevators that do not go

unnoticed. We differentiate ourselves by making the ideal elevator a reality

for our demanding clientele, seeking and implementing creative and

functional solutions, as well as elegant, so that they become works of art in

themselves.





" Some people think that luxury is 

the opposite of poverty.

It is not. It is the opposite of 

vulgarity ".

Coco Chanel





un estilo de vidaa lifestyle



Luxe Elevators® elevators integrate perfectly into their environment,

whether it is a home, an office or a residential building. We make sure they

reflect the lifestyle of our customers so that they become more than just a

means of transportation.





Furthermore, all our elevators are idealized to be incorporated with total

harmony into the daily life of our clients, always offering the best

combination between aesthetics and mobility.



From floor to ceiling and from side to side, Luxe Elevators® elevators are a

sensory experience where lines, materials and technology come together to

become a decorative and exclusive element wherever they are positioned.



Luxe Elevators® es una empresa familiar de

ascensores de lujo, con sede en Luxemburgo,

que presta servicio en todo el mundo.

from another
point of view



No matter where you look at them, Luxe Elevators® elevators are unique

pieces where every detail is a work of art because, as Givenchy said, it is in

the details where true luxury is glimpsed.



porque somos creativos

“Luxury lies in every detail.”

Hubert de Givenchy



As the popular saying goes; Unity is strength and in our elevators, the

union of each of the pieces that compose it is a perfectly connected

meeting point so that it is not only safe, but also elegant and durable.





Light is another aspect to which we give great importance and in Luxe

Elevators® elevators that light is obtained in various ways; with transparent or

translucent materials, for example such as alabaster, so that it accompanies us

during the journey, thus avoiding the claustrophobic feeling present in other

elevators.



lets talk?



LUXEMBURGO  -  MADRID  -  MARBELLA  -  COSTA AZUL 

PARIS  -  MONACO  -  DUBAI

  

Showroom:

Avenida de Andalucía, 208

Valdemoro 

28343 Madrid

ESPAÑA

+34 655 423 709 

www.luxelevators.com




